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Abstract – In support of a multi-year initiative to revitalize its core digital preservation infrastructure, the Harvard Library is engaged in an open-ended exploration of an ideal system solution. The individual components of that ideal cohere into abstract functional and informational reference models, which act as aspirational benchmarks for requirements and subsequent procurement and deployment activities. The models are derived through the logical refinement of a small set of high-level axiomatic principles. These reflect a conceptualization of digital preservation as an inherently communicative enterprise with an ultimate goal of complementing the persistence of authentic digital information objects with that of opportunities for legitimate information experiences.
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Conference Topics – From Theory to Practice

I. INTRODUCTION

The Harvard Library began operation of its Digital Repository Service (DRS) in October 2000. At that time, no viable commercial or open-source products were available. Consequently, it was necessary for the Library to build a novel system in-house [1]. Since then, use of the DRS has grown to hosting over 10.6 million digital objects, 890 million files, and 90 formats, totaling over 2 PB. These materials span all content genres critical to the University’s research, teaching, and learning mission as well as its administrative operation. While the DRS technical platform has been maintained and incrementally updated over the past two decades [2][3], it still remains a custom system making increasingly unsupportable demands on finite internal resources. Furthermore, the functional applicability of the DRS is increasingly constrained by limitations arising from long-standing and deep-seated conceptual design, implementation, and operational decisions. To address these concerns, the Library is engaged in a generational modernization known as the DRS Futures project. This effort will revitalize the DRS and reposition it to continue to provide effective, efficient, and sustainable stewardship of the University’s digital collections in light of future challenges and opportunities [4].

The Futures project is structured in three phases:

1. Envisioning an ideal repository
2. Specifying an achievable repository
3. Deploying an operational repository

The first phase is a purposefully open-ended investigation of aspirational needs and goals explicitly unfettered by considerations of how they ultimately will be provisioned. These ideals will be winnowed down to the achievable in the second phase, contextualized with the aspirational end-goals foremost in mind. In essence, the Library is looking beyond what the state-of-the-art might be today, towards what it could and should be in the near or far future. Such long-range strategic thinking is possible only when rooted in robust philosophical
1. **Exploratory Approach**

The process of planning and deploying any significant socio-technical system naturally progresses through stages of initial ideation and subsequent development or procurement [5]. The transition from the intangible considerations of the former to the specifics of the latter is codified in terms of system requirements. These function variously as a specification for development, an evaluative rubric for procurement, and acceptance criteria for formal project completion. Traditional requirements development is approached *inductively* [6], relying on stakeholder engagement as well as reference to prior practice, professional intuition, and shared community attitudes to establish needs, goals, and aspirations ultimately refined into a set of use cases [7]. However, in order to achieve a higher level of confidence in final requirements, inductive results should be complemented by a parallel *abductive* process deriving requirements from a small axiomatic set of accepted first principles [8].

Andow describes abduction as the mode of logical inference that seeks the best possible explanation for a domain’s phenomena, in distinction to deduction’s logically-necessary and induction’s logically-most-probable explanations [9]. The final logical refinement of these philosophical and conceptual principles constitutes an abstract reference model (ARM) of the desired system. An ARM is a framework defining the fundamental entities and relationships constituting a domain untethered from the semantics of any specific implementations [10].

Due to its logical formality and systematic application, abductive derivation is more likely to result in comprehensive coverage of appropriate domain considerations relative to a more ad hoc and anecdotal inductive process, however well-grounded it may be in historical precedent, domain best practice, and professional experience. In essence, the top-down abductive approach starts with a high-level model of the entire domain under consideration and systematically segments it into smaller and smaller units of greater and greater conceptual detail. The bottom-up inductive approach, on the other hand, starts with various granular units of detail that are gradually refined and abstracted with an assumption that they will eventually cohere into comprehensive coverage of the full domain. Ideally, the two approaches will exhibit significant, if not full, overlap. Regardless, performing the two activities in parallel provides an opportunity to identify and fill in any gaps resulting from the individual exercises.

2. **Philosophical Inquiry**

The foundational basis for the Futures project emerged through a process of Philosophical Inquiry (PI). PI is a qualitative research method deriving meaning from experience through abductive questioning of fundamental assumptions within a domain of practice to propose new, and better, explanatory structures for that domain [11]. In the Futures context, the inquiry began with questions regarding the fundamental nature of the preservation enterprise. The *Encyclopedia of Archival Science* defines digital preservation as “the processes and controls that enable digital objects to survive over time” [12]. This formulation emphasizes an object- and process-centric view that implicitly promotes a metaphoric narrative of digital preservation as a *managerial* endeavor. That is, a set of activities done to objects to ensure persistence of their significant characteristics over time. While an important foundational step, this narrative minimizes critical attention to what subsequently can be done *with* those objects and to what *effect*.

Similarly, the phraseology common to other community-accepted definitions of the preservation field – for example (with emphasis added): “policies, strategies, and actions that ensure access to digital content over time” [13]; “act of *maintaining* information, independently Understandable by a Designated Community, and with evidence supporting its Authenticity, over the Long Term” [14]; “series of *managed* activities necessary to ensure continued access to digital materials for as long as necessary” [15]; “processes aimed at ensuring the continued *accessibility* of digital materials” [16] – emphasizes two points. First, that the primary role of domain agents is an *enabling* one, e.g., acting as strategizers, maintainers, managers, processors. Second, that the imperative goal of the exercise is provision of artifactual access.

Access refers to the ability and permission to find and retrieve information relevant for a specific purpose [17]. In other words, access is an enabling factor for subsequent use, which remains a distinct phenomenon. While Wilson argues that this distinction may be operationally prudent [18], it can
be conceptually problematic. The consensual weight of repeated assertions of the operational primacy of accessibility implicitly positions digital preservation conceptually as an essentially managerial activity, whose imperatives stop with provisioning access [19]. However, the ability to retrieve a well-managed object is distinct from a subsequent capacity to make productive use of it. The parameters of that usage are concerned with post-managerial experience.

The embrace of that experiential component recasts digital preservation as an essentially communicative, rather than merely managerial, enterprise. That is, it aims to facilitate future purposive human engagement with past informative expression. While that facilitation necessarily involves technological intermediation through artifactual vehicles and managerial processes, its underlying goals are fundamentally humanistic in nature. These give preeminence to the role of the information consumer [20] and the communicative outcomes of the consumer/content engagement.

The success of an act of preservation-enabled communication is dependent on its consumer-facing consequence. That is, preservation acts are successful if they result in a pertinent change to the consumer's intellectual, psychological, or physical state that otherwise would not have been known, felt, or performed [21]. As any such success is contingent with respect to time, place, person, and purpose [22], digital preservation inherently operates in an subjective sphere. Efforts to ensure beneficial outcomes over time are complicated by the fact that the passage of time is inexorably accompanied by ever-growing technical distance. However, the more significant preservation challenge over archival timespans is the accompanying cultural distance separating the points of content creation, acquisition, and use.

A communicative perspective of the digital preservation domain makes it susceptible to a communicological approach. Communicology is the study of individually-embodied human discourse [23], in distinction to disembodied machine-to-machine information-theoretic communication [24] and socially-embodied mass communication [25]. That discourse is viewed as a system of expressive signs whose meaning emerges through contingent interpretation by their consumers individually, institutionally, and culturally-positioned in socio-technical space [26]. A “sign” is a high-level abstraction for any information-laden entity that “stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity” [27]. Stamper extended the traditional tripartite structure of a sign – syntactic form, semantic content, pragmatic experience [28] – to encompass six aspects pertinent for greater applicability to digital information systems [29] (see Table 1). Abrams proposed a seventh, performic, aspect for pertinence to digital preservation [30]. This recognizes that digital objects must be dynamically and contextually performed to be susceptible to analog human perception and cognitive interpretation [31][32].

The common metaphor of a digital carrier is the ontic (or tangibly-reified) manifestation of an abstract information-laden message. That message encompasses three distinct semiotic aspects:

1. Empiric symbolic encoding
2. Syntactic rhetorical expression
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3. Semantic meaning or psychological affect
These generally align with the FRBR Manifestation, Expression, and Work constructs [33], which constitute an essential progression from the (relatively) concrete to the (relatively) abstract. The full set of seven semiotic dimensions similarly represents a continuum of perspectives on the preservation enterprise from the objective to the subjective, spanning three descriptive categories:

1. Characteristic is-ness
2. Denotative of-ness
3. Connotative about-ness

This terminology is borrowed from subject cataloging theory [34], but is deployed to indicate the range of afforded descriptive scope. For example, while this paper is an Office Open XML document, it also is overtly descriptive of the derivation of a conceptual domain model for infrastructure refresh, while also being interpretatively about the model's novelty and legitimacy as a complement to prior modeling efforts.

Preservation outputs and outcomes are evaluated in terms of associated imperative qualities. An output is a quantifiably-measurable result of an activity, such as counts or enumerations of the generated states or productions of a system or process [35], while an outcome is a qualitatively-assessable benefit of an output [36]. That is, an outcome focuses on the experiential impact or difference an output has on the part of its recipient [37].

An ontic manifestation is integral if it is complete and uncorrupted [38]; an empiric encoding is valid if it conforms to an authoritative definition [39]; a syntactic expression is authentic if it expresses what it purports to express [38]; a semantic meaning is reliable if its factual presentation is accurate [38]; a performic behavior is accessible if it can be availed upon at a time and place and in a manner of the consumer's choice [40]; a plastic context is relevant if it is fit for a consumer's intentional or serendipitous purpose [41]; and a pragmatic understanding is legitimate if it is meaningful for that purpose [42][43]. Since any given encounter with preserved digital material is dependent on time, place, person, and purpose, the consuming participant in that encounter will come to it with a potentially unique set of implicit or explicit weighting factors regarding the relative importance of these various qualities.

Thus, digital preservation success should be viewed as a multi-valent evaluable factor [30].

3. Conceptual Foundations

Content analysis of digital preservation policy determines that the success of long-term digital preservation activity is commonly evaluated in terms of four normative qualities: the integrity, authenticity, accessibility, and usability of managed digital content [19]. Since these policies establish the implicit social “contract” underlying the interaction between preservation stakeholders and delegated service-providers, whether internal or external to an institutional program [30], these qualities suggest three defining imperatives for the preservation enterprise:

1. Ensuring the existence of authentic information objects
2. Supporting modalities of authoritative information access
3. Affording opportunities for legitimate information experiences

Authenticity is the quality of an object being what it purports to be; authoritateness, that of being appropriate and reliable for the purpose at hand; and legitimacy, that of being meaningful for that contextually-situated purpose. (Authenticity is viewed as subsuming integrity, as any explicit loss of integrity inherently implies corresponding loss of authenticity.) These correspond to intentions and expectations that future preservation outcomes encompass the preserved artifact itself; the means to interact with and know about the artifact; and the experiential results of that interaction. The authenticity/legitimacy distinction contrasts objective universality (authentic for all) with subjective contingency (legitimate for one). In other words, while a given digital object is singularly either authentic or inauthentic, that same object may be susceptible to any number of legitimate (re)uses, each particular to contingent context.

Efforts to ensure these beneficial outcomes over time is complicated by the ever-increasing number, size, complexity, and diversity of digital content available for preservation attention, as well as the continual – and often disruptive – evolution and transformation of the modalities of desired (re)use. These problematic aspects of long-term stewardship can be ameliorated through a comprehensive
programmatic approach to fundamental preservation concerns [44], which encompass various functional categories:

1. **Predilect** – Decide what you intend
2. **Select** – Appraise what is available
3. **Collect** – Obtain what you select
4. **Introspect** – Know what you obtain
5. **Perfect** – Enrich what you know
6. **Protect** – Steward what you have
7. **Direct** – Control how you steward
8. **Project** – Offer what you control
9. **Connect** – Provide what you offer
10. **Reflect** – Assess what you do

These extend the set of categories previously derived by Abrams [45] to provide explicit consideration of curatorial discretion regarding acquisition (selection) [46]; opportunities to augment the representation [47], description, and understanding [48] of objects, behaviors, and contexts (perfection); and programmatic governance and accountability (direction) [49]. Regarding the previously identified categories, predilection encompasses stakeholder consultation, analysis, and prioritization. Collection remains the most decisive preservation imperative: while proactive stewardship doesn't guarantee success, an absence of that stewardship almost surely guarantees failure. Introspection provides intellectual as well as technical characterization, facilitating targeted workflow development and automation. Protection lies at the artifactual core of the preservation endeavor while projection and connection mediate the experiential. Reflection supports continuous programmatic improvement.

The perspectival shift in digital preservation emphasis towards communicative information experiences suggests the desirability of similarly recasting the domain concept of significant properties to that of significant *affordances* [30]. In the preservation context, an affordance is a functional capability available to a human consumer to do something meaningful with a preserved object [50]. For example, the property of (quantitative) fixity *affords* the ability to determine (qualitative) integrity. Similarly, the property of an image's defined colorspace affords the ability for colorimetrically-reliable visual presentation. In other words, an affordantial perspective complements a focus on the managerial and artifactual aspects of preservation attention with communicative and experiential considerations. The experiential connotation of affordance also highlights the view of human engagement with a preserved digital object as a subjective performance [51]. The meaningfulness of the pragmatic response to such a performance is dependent on various frames-of-reference that contextualize the encounter [52]. These include the contexts of [45]:

1. Cultural production, indicative of originating creative intention
2. Curatorial appraisal, selection, and aggregation in thematic collections, through which the individual member objects accumulate associational meaning [53]
3. Prior consumption, indicative of alternative interpretive reception and response
4. Collateral lived-experience and proximate purpose of the contemporary consumer, which establish experiential expectations

While the domain concept of representation information is defined in generic terms [14], in practice it has not encompassed the means to represent, capture, and retain all of these diverse contextual positions [53]. New infrastructural systems should provide explicit support for persistent management of and experiential access to authoritative performative behaviors and relevant contextual reference frames.

### 4. Emergent Infrastructural Principles

Digital preservation is a complex of people, policies, procedures, as well as systems facilitating technically-mediated, but fundamentally human communication across time [54]. Given that technical infrastructure is inherently ephemeral and needs to be refreshed and re-envisioned periodically [55][56], it is appropriate to assert expansive aspirations for its function and operation during its design phase. While these may not be immediately provisionable, they set a benchmark for incrementally-achievable programmatic goals. For the Futures project, these goals include support for:

1. Any content genre, language, structure, form, number, size, and description
2. Any managerial duration (interim, persistent, or permanent) and eventuality (proactive when possible, reactive when necessary)
3. Any stakeholder competency, purpose, and modality

The first group is concerned with maximizing the...
scope of preservation eligibility; the second, the range of preservation intentions and expectations; and the last, the parameters of experiential (re)use. A claim of effective support for these various goals does not necessarily imply a uniform level of outcome. Instead, effectiveness should be viewed as the condition of doing the best one can regarding a given body of digital content at a particular point in time and state of expertise, tooling, and capacity as well as controlling curatorial priority.

The design, implementation, and operation of preservation infrastructure should embrace a number of programmatically-significant qualities:

1. **Transparency** – Open decision-making [57]
2. **Stability** – Available at a time and place and in a manner of user choice
3. **Reliability** – Predictable behavior conforming to documented function [58]
4. **Productivity** – Maximal purposive impact with minimal effort
5. **Affordability** – Maximal service function at minimal total cost [59]
6. **Sustainability** – Longevity with minimal demands on necessary resources [60]
7. **Functionality** – Responsive enhancement for ever-evolving needs

These factors address important social concerns of stakeholder adoption, retention, and accountability. At a technical level, they should be complemented with other architectural principles, including:

1. Separation of concerns [61]
2. Elastic scalability [62]
3. Asynchronous operation [63]
4. API-first [64]
5. Extension through (re)configuration rather than coding

The first two principles suggest an approach of decoupled interoperability through stateless microservices. The third promotes fault tolerance and adaptive error recovery with eventual consistency. The fourth ensures uniformity of function for both human and automated agents, maximizing opportunities for access modality, automation, and ecosystem integration. The final principle facilitates infrastructural sustainability and relevance through functional customization and enhancement without recourse to expensive software updates. This also permits a wider range of institutional roles to participate meaningfully in functional improvement.

Taken together, these socio-technical principles contribute to the Futures project's evolving abstract functional reference model (see Figure 1). This encompasses computational components at five tiers of abstraction:

1. **Console** – Interfaces for human and automated agents
2. **Registry** – Persistent state for content and logging of infrastructural processes
3. **Proctor** – Machine-actionable policies and automated enforcement

![Figure 1. Functional reference model](image)
4. **Mill** – Microservice-based processing farm  
5. **Store** – Bit-level persistence of tangible manifestations of content (defined by prior Library standardization on the S3 API and OCFL structuring principles [3]).  

(The lower two tiers are named in playful homage to Babbage and Lovelace [65].) Note, again, that this is an abstract description of core functional entities and relationships. Pointedly, it is not intended directly as an architectural diagram or technical specification.  

The core of the model conceives of ideal digital preservation infrastructure as a finite state machine. Stateful transitions are initiated by either external or internal stimuli, that is, user-specified requests such as new deposit submissions, or self-identified conditions such as fixity violations. An automated policy enforcer evaluates the stimulus in light of current content state and applicable policy rules. If necessary, the enforcer dispatches a series of potentially chained microservice invocation requests intended to bring the state back into conformance with policy prescriptions. IRODS provides a useful exemplar in this regard [66][67]. The Preservation Action Registries (PAR) initiative [68] suggests an alternative avenue of exploration regarding the expression and evaluation of policy rules.  

Subsequent project activity will supplement these efforts with a stateful information model pertinent to expression and persistence of the artifactual and experiential functions, affordances, and imperatives enumerated in Table 1. The model is still under development, but its current draft form is shown in Figure 2. Its core is a four-level data hierarchy of Objects/Works, Representations/Presentations, Files, and Bitstreams. Works define complex Object aggregations or hierarchies. Objects conform to structural/semantic content models, analogous to file-level MIME format typing [69]. This facilitates descriptive high-level characterization and validation, as well as aggregation of like-with-like for efficient bulk processing. Representations (defining subsets of files in the PREMIS sense [70]) and Presentations respectively model static relational file structure and dynamic navigational behavior, similar to the physical/logical distinction of a METS <fileSec> and <structMap> [71]. Similar to Object-level models, Representations are typed by characteristic tropes indicating their organizational structure. Files document content independent of specific instantiations, which are modeled by Replicas, similar to the FRBR Manifestation/Item distinction [33]. The Bitstream entity is introduced primarily to model the heterogeneous contents of container files.  

A parallel hierarchy of abstract entities establishes common heritable properties. All are instances of the Thing ur-entity, characterized by their essential type, purposive role, informative function, and expressive form. For example, Objects are of simple or multipart type; Representations, tangible or digital type; and Files, unitary, wrapper, or container type. Similarly, Objects play a (primary) content or (operational) system role; Representations, a substantive, descriptive, or instrumental role; and Files, a data or metadata role. Thing is subtyped to define Referable things and their status – active, (logically) deleted, (physically) purged – and link count. The latter supports entity composition by reference as well as value. A referable Encoding documents optional compression and encryption as applied to encoded Manifestations representing formatted byte sequences.  

### 5. **Next Steps**  

Once the abstract reference models are fully populated, the generalized use cases and user stories synthesized from the details provided by stakeholder engagement will be aligned with the
derived cases and stories implied by the models. The consolidated cases and stories will inform the development of comprehensive functional and non-functional system and service requirements. These, in turn, will form the basis for a Request-for-Proposal (RFP) to identify plausible candidate solutions. Target candidates will be solicited from commercial vendors and community-supported open-source projects. The RFP also will be evaluated for potential internal Library software development, focusing on the integrative “gluing” together of externally-provisioned components; supplying otherwise unavailable but vital added-value function; or other areas in which the targeted allocation of institutional resources can provide a unique contribution.

6. CONCLUSION

The foundational conceptualization of a domain establishes the metaphoric as well as pragmatic boundaries of legitimate domain focus and action [72]. Current perspectives of the digital preservation enterprise promote a view largely limiting its concerns to the managerial and artifactual. While these are necessary enabling factors, they do not address sufficient attention to the communicative and experiential aspects of preservation concern. Fuller understanding and exploitation of the domain follows from complementary attention to both the enabling means as well as the enabled ends of the enterprise. The latter can be summarized as facilitating system-mediated, but fundamentally human communication unfolding across archival timespans and accompanying technical and cultural distance.

Progress towards this goal revolves around three primary digital preservation imperatives: ensuring persistence of authentic information objects; providing authoritative information access modalities; and affording opportunities for legitimate information experiences. Considerations pertinent to the first are well-examined and modeled by the broader preservation community at the abstract [14], architectural [73], and deployment [74] levels. Similar efforts regarding the second imperative are emerging through research and practice in software preservation and emulation [75]. Intentions and practices supporting the third, experiential imperative are less mature. The communicological framework proposed here provides useful structuring principles for further investigation of this final preeminent concern.

The Harvard Library DRS Futures project used this communicological framework as the basis for an open-ended exploration of the constituent components of an ideal digital preservation infrastructure. This process derived novel abstract functional and informational reference models from a set of initial axiomatic principles. While the contours of the model infrastructure are unlikely to be fully provisioned in the near term, they nevertheless constitute a critical roadmap for long-term planning of the Library’s digital preservation intentions. A future phase of the Futures project will derive a constrained version of the idealized vision that is achievable and ultimately procurable and deployable. In almost all human endeavor, it is very unlikely that achievement ever exceeds aspiration. Thus, there is no reason not to set high aspirations as a benchmark for a desirable goal that can be approached incrementally. The Library hopes that its new conceptual foundation for digital preservation contributes to the success of its internal stewardship priorities, as well as provoking useful community discussion regarding the field’s theoretical basis and progress towards state-of-the-art innovation and adoption.
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